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Economic Exploration: The Americans
The 1803 Meriwether Lewis and William Clark expedition is possibly the best-known 
American exploration. The purpose of this westward expedition was spelled out in a secret 
letter to Congress. President Thomas Jefferson wrote the letter before the United States had 
even purchased the Louisiana Territory from France. 
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“An intelligent officer, with ten or twelve chosen men, fit for the enterprise, and willing to undertake it …might explore the whole line, even to the Western Ocean, have conferences with the natives on the subject of commercial intercourse, get admission among them for our traders, as others are admitted, agree on convenient deposits for an interchange of articles, and return with the information acquired, in the course of two summers.”
             —  Thomas Jefferson; 

Confidential Letter to 
Congress, January 18, 1803
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Trade agreements were a vital part of the Lewis and Clark expedition. Lewis and Clark made peace 
agreements and traded with the tribal nations living in the Louisiana Purchase which included the 
land that would become Kansas. At times trading was initiated by the Native Americans. Some of 
these trades were for needed materials, while others were part of their negotiations. 

[Note: William Clark was not a good speller.]

“…I went out to walk on the Sand Beech, & 

Killed a Deer & Turky [    ] during the time I 

was from the boat a Caussee [    ] came too 

from the Pania [    ] nation loaded with furs…

and Tobacco & Settled Some desputes & 

parted….”

    —  William Clark; The Journals of the Lewis 

and Clark Expedition, June 14, 1804 

 “…mad[e] up a small preasent [    ] for those people…also a package with a meadile [    ] to accompany a Speech for the Grand Chief…Delivered a long Speech to them expressive of our journey the wirkes [    ] of our Government…the princapal [    ] Chief…being absente [    ] we sent him the Speech flag Meadel [    ] & Some Clothes…We gave them a Cannister [    ] of Powder and a Bottle of whiskey and delivered a few presents to the whole…”
     —  William Clark; The Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, August 3, 1804

“In the evening a young Chief 4 men and 2 womin 

[    ] of the War-ci-a-cum tribe came in a large canoe 

with Wapto roots, Dressed Elk Skins & c. to Sell, the 

Chief made me a present of about half a bushel of 

those roots— we gave him a medal of a Small size 

and a piece of red ribin [    ] to tie around the top of 

his Hat…We purchased about 1 1/2 bushels of those 

roots for which we gave Some red beeds [    ] Small 

pices [     ] of brass wire and old Check— those roots 

proved greatfull [     ] to us as we are now liveing  

[    ] on Spoiled Elk which is extreamly [    ] 

disagreeable to the Smel [    ]. as well as the taste…”

       —  William Clark; The Journals of the Lewis and 

Clark Expedition, December 28, 1805
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